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Introduction 

Text S1 includes the observation data used in the model evaluation. Text S2, Table S2 and Figures S2–S6 include the model 

evaluation of the meteorological conditions. Text S3, Table S3 and Figures S7–S9 include the model evaluation of the 

aerosol field. Descriptions of Tables S1, Table S4, Figures S1 and Figures S10–S14 are shown in the corresponding caption. 

 

Text S1 

Observation data 

1 Ground based measurements at ATTO 

The Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) site is located in the central Amazon, about 150 km northeast of Manaus, 

Brazil (Fig. 1), and represents a relatively clean rainforest background environment (Andreae et al., 2015). An 80-m tower, 

embedded within the canopy of about 35 m height, provides continuous measurements related to the research fields of 

meteorology, atmospheric trace gases, and aerosols (Andreae et al., 2015). Observational datasets used in this paper include 

meteorological variables, cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) number concentrations, and black carbon (BC) mass. Meteorology 

observations were obtained from a thermohygrometer and a 2-D sonic anemometer installed at 55 m on the tower. The data 

was averaged at 10-min resolution from raw observations taken at 1-min resolution. Air temperature and relative humidity 

(RH) measurements are only available from 1 Sep to 23 Sep 2014, while wind speed was observed over the complete simulation 

period. Aerosols were sampled at 60 m height. The CCN number concentration measurements by a CCN counter with 

supersaturation cycling through a set of levels ranging from 0.11% to 1.1% were used in this study. Detailed information on 

the CCN dataset can be found in Pöhlker et al. (Pöhlker et al., 2016, 2018). Equivalent black carbon (BCe) mass concentrations, 

MBCe, were obtained from a multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP; µg m–³). The mass concentration was calculated by 

dividing the absorption coefficients at 637 nm by the dry season mass absorption cross section of 12.3 m² g–1 according to 

Saturno et al. (2018a). Specific details about the MAAP measurements of MBCe can be found in Saturno et al. (2018a). 
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2 Radiosonde measurements 

Radiosonde observations from the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA; Durre et al., 2006) at the site Manaus 

(3.15 °S, 59.98 °W) were used to evaluate the vertical profile of meteorological elements. The IGRA sounding observations 

were conducted at 00:00 and 12:00 Universal Standard Time (UTC, which is 4 hours before local time). Note that throughout 

this paper the time referred to is UTC, unless Local Time (LT) is specifically mentioned. Radiosonde measurements at standard 

pressure levels within the troposphere (100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 700, 850, and 1000 hPa), as well as derived 

characteristic indices for convection, e.g., Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) and Lifting Condensation Level 

(LCL), were compared with simulation outputs. 

 

3 TRMM 

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3B42 (Huffman et al., 2007) product was employed to evaluate the 

precipitation simulation performance. TRMM provides satellite observations of tropical and subtropical (50 °S–50 °N) 

precipitation globally. The 3B42 rainfall dataset produces 3-hour averaged high-quality infrared and microwave precipitation 

estimates at a resolution of 0.25° × 0.25° (Huffman et al., 2007). 

 

4 MODIS 

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Level 3 products provide satellite-derived daily estimates 

of cloud properties at a resolution of 1° × 1° (Platnick, S., et al., 2015). The measurements by MODIS onboard Aqua were 

used in this study, as the passing time of Aqua is approximately at 13:30 LT, when the local convective system is highly 

developed (Koren et al., 2004). The retrieval of cloud fraction, total liquid water path (LWP), and total ice water path (IWP) 

were compared with the corresponding modeling results. Model outputs at the satellite detection time were used when 

comparing against MODIS data. 

 

5 AERONET 

The Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) is an observation network of about 100 sites distributed globally, providing 

continuous measurements of aerosol optical properties (Holben et al., 2001). The observations are made by sun- and sky-

scanning ground-based automated radiometers at various wavelengths. The aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550 nm was 

interpolated using corresponding measurements at 675 nm and 440 nm. The level 2.0 cloud-screened product was used in this 

study. The observation data was retrieved for the site Manaus_EMBRAPA (2.89 °S, 59.97 °W) over September 2014. 
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6 CALIPSO 

The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) Level 3 aerosol product (Tackett et 

al., 2018) is a global gridded dataset with a horizontal resolution of 2° × 5°, which provides monthly mean layered aerosol 

optical properties with a vertical resolution of 60 m for the troposphere below 12 km. The clear-sky retrieval of aerosol 

extinction at 532 nm was used to evaluate the vertical profile of the simulated aerosol. Both daytime and nighttime 

measurements over the studied region were utilized to provide the general vertical characteristics of aerosols. 

 

Text S2 

Evaluation of meteorological condition 

Figure S2 shows the time series of hourly surface meteorological variables observed at the ATTO site and corresponding 

simulated results from domain3 in September 2014. As the canopy effect is integrated in the land surface model (Lee et al., 

2016), the simulated meteorological variables are characterized by above-canopy properties. The variation patterns of the air 

temperature and RH are well captured by the model, with correlation coefficients of 0.86 and 0.78, respectively (Table S2). 

The surface air temperature is reproduced with a moderate overestimation of 0.2 °C (Table S2), which mainly occurs on 6 Sep, 

8 Sep, and 17–18 Sep, whereas the RH exhibits an opposite bias. These significant biases occur corresponding to the missing 

prediction of rainfall on 6 and 18 Sep and underprediction of precipitation on 8 and 17 Sep by the model at this site (Fig. S3). 

This is expected since precipitation enhances surface evaporation and latent heat flux, leaves less net energy in the ground to 

heat the surface air (Zhuang et al., 2017), and therefore corresponds to a cool and moistened near-surface atmospheric state as 

can be found in the ATTO observation (Fig. S2). Consequently, the precipitation underestimation in the model was 

accompanied by higher biased simulated temperature and lower biased RH. This discrepancy between simulated and observed 

precipitation at the ATTO site could be associated with a bias of rainfall location and existence of unresolved subgrid-scale 

(<3 km) precipitation, which will be further discussed later by comparing with the regional rainfall prediction. The wind speed 

from the simulation is generally lower than the observations with an average bias of –0.2 m s–1 (Table S2). The underestimation 

of the surface wind speed by the model also existed extensively in previous WRF-Chem simulations, and was ascribed to 

uncertainties in surface drag parameterization (Tuccella et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015). 

The vertical distribution of the meteorological variables at the Manaus site over the 30-day simulation period is compared 

in Fig. S4. To keep consistency, simulation outputs of temperature and RH from domain3 were interpolated to the standard 

levels of the radiosonde data. The CAPE and LCL, inferred from the temperature and humidity profiles from the simulation 

and observation, are also shown. The model reproduces the air temperature profiles well. The RH generally follows the 

observed results below 300 hPa, while in the upper troposphere above 300 hPa a large overestimation occurs at 12:00 UTC. 
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Similarly, an overestimation of simulated water vapor compared with MLS retrievals in the upper troposphere was found in 

WRF-Chem simulations of the Amazon Basin (Wu et al., 2011). The CAPE and LCL values estimated from the model agree 

well with that from the observations at 00:00 UTC. Noticeable differences of CAPE and LCL between model and observation 

of 240 J kg–1 and –266 m, respectively, are seen at 12:00 UTC, implying a possible earlier development of the simulated 

planetary boundary layer (PBL) ahead of observations. 

The daily retrievals of cloud fraction, total LWP, and total IWP from the MODIS Aqua measurements are used to evaluate 

the simulation performance for cloud properties by WRF-Chem. The domain3 simulation results are averaged over the domain 

area to compare with the corresponding variables from the satellite measurements, as shown in Fig. S5. The simulated total 

LWP, calculated as the sum of liquid cloud and rainwater, correlates well with observations with a moderate underestimation. 

The total IWP from the model, as the sum of cloud ice, snow, and graupel, basically shows a positive correlation with the 

observations. However, a large underestimation of the total IWP from the model exists compared to the remote-sensed data. 

The model performs relatively well for the extreme low and high IWP regimes, with values being approximately 25% of the 

observations. The simulation of the total IWP by the WRF model has been found to produce a seasonally averaged 

underestimation by up to 80% compared with satellite measurements (Baro et al., 2018). The uncertainties inherent in the 

satellite dataset, e.g., eliminating data points with unrecognized cloud ice, would bias the observation results towards higher 

values and thus to some extent account for the discrepancy between model and observation. Besides, uncertainties associated 

with the ice-phase microphysical processes, e.g., the lack of IN parameterization, may also be a potential reason for this 

discrepancy (Su et al., 2018). Generally, the total cloud fraction from the model shows a linear correlation with the 

observations, falling between 25%–75% of the observed values. 

Figure S6 shows the time series of domain-averaged 3-hour accumulated precipitation from the domain3 simulation and 

corresponding TRMM measurements during September 2014. The model well captures the occurrence of rainfall measured 

remotely by satellite. The regional rainfall events on 6, 8, 17, and 18 Sep are well predicted by the model with a slight 

underestimation, which reflects a better model performance compared with the evident model underestimation of precipitation 

at the ATTO site on these four days. Moreover, the modeled synoptic patterns corresponding to the precipitation episodes are 

consistent with the NCEP reanalysis data (not shown). The well-reproduced regional synoptic and precipitation conditions in 

the model serve to corroborate that the precipitation underestimation at the ATTO site is likely induced by a local bias of 

rainfall location and neglecting precipitation from subgrid convection by the model. Generally, the simulated precipitation is 

comparable with TRMM observations in terms of time variation and intensity, which illustrates the model’s ability to represent 

the convective activity during the study period. 
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Test S3 

Evaluation of aerosol field 

Table S3 shows the comparison of the modeled AOD against the AERONET observation at Manaus_EMBRAPA, a forest 

reservation site representative of the central Amazon environment (Artaxo et al., 2013). The model simulation generally 

captures the absolute value and the temporal variation of the observed AOD, with the mean bias and correlation coefficient 

being -0.03 and 0.54, respectively (Table S3). This is basically consistent with the AOD prediction accuracy in the Amazon 

by global models using the same fire emission inventory (Reddington et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2020). The slightly low bias in 

the AOD value could be related to an underestimated BB emission intensity due to errors in the detection of fires by satellite 

(Rosario et al., 2013) and/or an underestimation of the transatlantic transport from Africa (Holanda et al., 2020). Besides, the 

lack of SOA production in the model may also account for the bias in the AOD simulation (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006). 

The simulated single scattering albedo (SSA) is compared with observations from previous studies, as shown in Table 

S3. Compared with the in-situ measured SSA of 0.87±0.06 at 637 nm at the TT34 tower (Rizzo et al., 2013) in the central 

Amazon, a slightly higher value of 0.89±0.01 is obtained by the model simulation. Similarly, the modeled monthly mean SSA 

of 0.90 for the location of the ATTO site is relatively higher than an extrapolated value of 0.88 at 550 nm from multi-year 

observations for the dry season at the ATTO site (Saturno et al., 2018b). Given the substantial influence of BB particles on the 

aerosol SSA (Saturno et al., 2018b), the difference between model results and observation may be associated with the 

mismatched average time periods for the comparison. Generally, the simulated SSA does not deviate greatly from the observed 

value, which reflects a reasonable representation of the aerosol optical characteristics in the model. In Fig. S7 we compare the 

time variation of black carbon mass concentration measured at the ATTO site during the simulation period with the simulation 

outputs. The model results are in fair agreement with the observed BC concentrations, indicating a reasonable estimate of the 

influence from BB on this region. 

The aerosol vertical distribution is evaluated using the CALIPSO-measured monthly mean clear-sky aerosol extinction 

profile averaged over the domain3 (Fig. S8). The simulation data was processed to align with the observation by using outputs 

corresponding to the passing time of the satellite, excluding cloudy grids with a cloud criterion of 1 g kg-1 and interpolating 

the extinction coefficient at 550 nm to 532 nm. The model reproduced the observed high aerosol extinction coefficient below 

3 km and accurately captured the location of the two peaks at the surface and near 2 km respectively. Compared with the 

observation, the model overestimates the aerosol extinction above 3 km, which was also found in Wu et al. (2011). This 

discrepancy may be associated with an overestimated exchange between PBL and the free atmosphere by turbulent mixing 

and convective transport, an underestimation of precipitation scavenging, and/or an overestimated plume rise at some fire 

spots. Generally, the model reasonably simulated the aerosol vertical distribution, illustrating an acceptable performance of 

the plume rise parameterization. The ability of the model to reproduce the aerosol vertical pattern provides reliable aerosol 
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input for investigating the aerosol-radiation-cloud interaction, given the important role of the vertical distribution of light-

absorbing aerosols in affecting the aerosol radiative effect (Johnson et al., 2004). 

A comparison of CCN concentrations at different supersaturations between in-situ observation and the WRF-Chem 

simulation for the ATTO site is presented in Fig. S9. The calculation of CCN number concentration at observed supersaturation 

level from model outputs followed the method in Su et al. (2010). The model results show an overall agreement in magnitude 

with observations for the supersaturation range of 0.2-0.5%, which represents the typical atmospheric conditions during the 

dry season in the Amazon (Archer-Nicholls et al., 2016). The variation of CCN number with supersaturation level matches the 

pattern obtained by observation (Pöhlker et al., 2018), indicating a reasonable sensitivity of aerosol activation ability to varying 

supersaturation situations. 
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Table S1. Monthly mean perturbations caused by the ARI effect of BB aerosols for the EMIS6 emission scenario. 

 ARI in this study PC3_EMISX - PCNR3_EMISX difference 

LWP (g m–2) –3.8 –3.9 –0.1 (3%) 

IWP (g m–2) 0.26 0.24 –0.02 (8%) 
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Table S2. Statistical indices of the comparisons between modeled and observed surface air temperature (T), relative 

humidity (RH), and wind speed (WS) at the ATTO site over September 2014. 

 MB RMSE r 

T (°C) 0.2 1.5 0.86 

RH (%) –2.3 9.2 0.78 

WS (m s–1) –0.2 1.9 0.52 
 

MB: the mean bias; 

RMSE: the root mean square error; 

r: the correlation coefficient. 
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Table S3. Comparison of AOD and SSA at 550 nm obtained from model simulation in domain3 and observation. 

 Observation Modela 

AOD 

Manaus_EMBRAPA 

(AERONET) 

0.24±0.10 (average of Sep 2014) 0.21±0.05 

(Rb=0.54) 

SSA 

TT34c (Rizzo et al., 2013) 0.87±0.06 (average of Jul–Dec 2008–2010) 0.89±0.01 

ATTOd (Saturno et al., 2018b) 0.88 (average of Aug–Nov 2012–2017) 0.90±0.01 
 

a) Model results with EMIS1, averaged for September 2014. 

b) R represents the correlation coefficient between the observation and model simulation. 

c) The SSA values at this site are for 637 nm. Calculation of SSA at 550 nm is not conducted due to incomplete information on Angstrom 

exponent in Rizzo et al. (2013). 

d) The SSA observation for the ATTO site is obtained from Saturno et al. (2018b) by extrapolating the original value at 637 nm to that at 

550 nm using the Angstrom exponents in Saturno et al. (2018b).  
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Table S4. Estimates of radiative perturbation by biomass burning aerosols over the Amazon Basin in this study and from 

previous studies. 

Description Radiative 

perturbation 

(W m–2)* 

AOD Effect Region of 

Amazon 

Basin 

Model Reference 

Clear-sky SW at TOA –5.6±1.7 0.25±0.11 ARI Southern SBDART Sena et al. (2013) 

SW at TOA –3.33±0.89 0.48 total Southern HadGEM3-GA3 Thornhill et al. (2018) 

SW at TOA [–0.7, –3.7] 0.2–0.6 ARI Central WRF-Chem This study 

All-sky SW at TOA 

LW at TOA 

SW at surface 

1.35±1.8 

–3.07±1.55 

–5.46±1.93 

0.48 total Southern HadGEM3-GA3 Thornhill et al. (2018) 

SW at TOA –1.75 

2.72 

1.53 

0.8–1.2 

0.4–1.0 

0.4–1.0 

ARI Southwest WRF-Chem Archer-Nicholls et al. 

(2016) 

SW+LW at TOA 

SW+LW at surface 

–4±1 

–9±1 

 ARI Southern MetUM Kolusu et al. (2015) 

LW at TOA 

SW at surface 

–0.12 

–15.9 

 total entire WRF-Chem Wu et al. (2011) 

SW at surface 

LW at surface 

–28.23 

8.6 

0.633 total Southern GATOR-GCMOM Ten Hoeve et al. (2012) 

SW at surface –10 0.2–0.4 ARI Southern CCATT-BRAMS Rosario et al. (2013) 

SW at TOA 
LW at TOA 

SW at surface 

LW at surface 

[–0.3, 0.6] 
[0.1, 0.9] 

[–6.3, –31.8] 

[0.3, 1.9] 

0.2–0.6 total Central WRF-Chem This study 

SW at TOA 
LW at TOA 

SW at surface 

LW at surface 

[0.4, 2.0] 
[0.1, 1.0] 

[–5.7, –30.5] 

[0.3, 2.0] 

0.2–0.6 ARI Central WRF-Chem This study 

*Radiative perturbation with standard deviation or in bracket for range obtained from simulations with emission intensity of EMIS1–EMIS6. 
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Figure S1. Relationship of monthly mean domain-averaged cloud droplet effective radius and cloud-base CCN 

concentrations for all emission scenarios derived from experiments of CCNR3 and PCNR3_EMISX. The dashed line 

indicates the EMIS1 scenario. Error bars represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of all domain-averaged data in each 

simulation.  
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Figure S2. Time series of (a) surface air temperature, (b) relative humidity, and (c) wind speed from the domain3 simulation 

and the observations at ATTO during September 2014.  
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Figure S3. Time series of precipitation from observations at the ATTO site and WRF-Chem simulations during September 

2014.  
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Figure S4. Vertical profiles of air temperature and relative humidity at standard levels, and retrieved CAPE and LCL values 

from radiosonde observations and WRF-Chem domain3 simulations at (a) 00:00 UTC and (b) 12:00 UTC at Manaus. Error 

bars at each pressure level represent the standard error at that level. 
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Figure S5. Scatter plots of (a) cloud fraction, (b) total liquid 

water path, and (c) total ice water path from WRF-Chem 

domain3 simulations and MODIS satellite measurements. 

The dashed lines are 1:4, 1:1, 4:1 from top to bottom, 

respectively. 
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Figure S6. Time series of region averaged 3-hour accumulated precipitation (mm) over domain3 from TRMM satellite 

observations and WRF-Chem simulations during September 2014. 
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Figure S7. Time series of simulated and observed black carbon mass concentrations at the ATTO site. 
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Figure S8. Monthly mean clear-sky aerosol extinction coefficient at 532 nm averaged over domain3. 
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Figure S9. Monthly averaged CCN number concentrations at different supersaturations from ATTO observations and WRF-

Chem simulations. Error bars represent the standard deviation.  
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Figure S10. Diurnal variation of changes in clear-sky shortwave radiation at (a) TOA and (b) surface due to ARI in the 

EMIS1 emission scenario. Error bars denote the standard error. 
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Figure S11. Diurnal variation of changes in all-sky longwave radiation at (a) TOA and (b) surface in the EMIS1 emission 

scenario. Error bars denote the standard error.  
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Figure S12. Diurnal variation of the vertical distribution of the domain-averaged difference in precipitating hydrometer 

(QRAIN+QSNOW+QGRAUP) concentrations caused by BB aerosols’ (a) ACI, (b) ARI, and (c) total effect in the EMIS6 

emission scenario. 
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Figure S13. Profiles of ARI-induced changes in snow, graupel, and super-cooled cloud water mixing ratios for emission 

scenarios (a) EMIS1 and (b) EMIS6. 
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Figure S14. ARI-induced changes in column-integrated graupel and super-cooled cloud water content with increasing BB 

emission intensity (indicated by the domain-averaged AOD in each emission scenario). The vertical dotted line indicates the 

EMIS1 scenario. 


